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Decra  TMStone 
Resin Bonded

Decra  TM Set 
Resin Bound



Whether industrial, commercial or private HMS® have a comprehensive range of surfacing solutions to 
enhance any project countrywide.

Having 25 years history in providing high quality surfacing treatments for the Highways Agency, 
Main Contractors, County Councils and private individuals, HMS® Decorative Surfacing Limited are the 
reliable choice for a number of surfacing requirements. Along with a wealth of experience, we hold 
quality assurance certificate BS EN ISO 9001:2000 Certificate No. 5141. 

We are also HAPAS/BBA Certificated, CHAS accredited and a member of Constructionline.

At HMS® we have our own NVQ Qualified in-house installation crews, ensuring the best possible 
results for our customers.
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...A little about our DecraTM Stone product
z Decra™ Stone surfacing can be completed using a wide range of different decorative aggregates, in a variety of colours and textures to 
   complement, enhance or contrast with your surroundings. 
   Please visit the sample page on our website www.hmslimited.co.uk/aggregate-samples for more information.

z Aggregate sizes are most frequently 1-3mm, 2-4mm, 2-5mm. Smaller aggregates are recommended to give the most aesthetically consistent, 
   uniform finish.

z All of our products are finished with natural aggregates, quarried from various sites from around the UK and abroad. Information on hardness and  
   PSV is available on request.

z Decra™ Stone is installed using a natural buff coloured, low odour epoxy based binder, to give maximum longevity and blend seamlessly with the  
   natural aggregate dressing.

z More typically used in commercial and industrial settings, granites and bauxites can be coloured coated in a variety of bold colours. Epoxy binder   
   can also be pigmented to add vibrancy to the finished surface.

z Service life for our Decra™ Stone resin system is approximately 8-15 years, depending on the individual environment and usage.

z Guarantees are offered on materials and workmanship. T&C’s Apply.

ALL INSTALLATIONS ARE CARRIED OUT BY ACCREDITED HMS OPERATIVES, NOT THIRD PARTY SUBCONTRACTORS

DecraTM Stone Resin Bonded
Non–Porous Epoxy Based Surface Dressing finished with 
your choice of Decorative Aggregate. 

WHAT DOES IT OFFER?

z The appearance of a small grade gravel surface without the  
   inconvenience of loose or migrating aggregate.

z Can be overlaid to existing good quality tarmac or concrete,   
   eliminating the need for costly groundwork.

z Very hard-wearing - suitable for both domestic and commercial/
   industrial use to include driveways, paths, public realm areas, 
   car parks and shopping centres.

z Huge variety of aggregate finishes to choose from including 
   natural granites, flints, pebbles and colour coated stone.

z Extremely low maintenance - should be occasionally swept and 
   pressure washed with regular household detergent. 
   No need for specialist cleaning products or equipment.

z Acts as a non-porous surface sealant, dramatically reducing 
   weed growth.

z A standard sized driveway can be completed and ready to 
   use in less than 12 hours* (*based on approx 100m²)
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...A little about our Decra  TM Stone product
z Decra™ Stone surfacing can be completed using a wide range of different decorative aggregates, in a variety of colours and textures to 
   complement, enhance or contrast with your surroundings. 
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Decra™Stone surfacing can be completed using a wide range of different decorative aggregates, in a variety of colours and textures to complement, enhance or contrast with 
your surroundings. 

Very hard-wearing - suitable for both domestic and commercial/industrial use to include driveways, paths, public realm areas, car parks and shopping centres.



Decra™Stone surfacing can be completed using a wide range of different decorative aggregates, in a variety of colours and textures to complement, enhance or contrast with 
your surroundings. 

Very hard-wearing - suitable for both domestic and commercial/industrial use to include driveways, paths, public realm areas, car parks and shopping centres.



...A little about our DECRATM Set product
z Decra™ Set surfacing can be completed using a wide range of aggregates and other decorative materials, in a variety of colours and sizes, to 
   complement, enhance or contrast with your surroundings. 
   Please visit the sample page on our website; www.hmslimited.co.uk/aggregate-samples for more information.

z Aggregate sizes are most frequently 1-3mm, 3-6mm and 6-10mm. Usually, a ratio of several sizes will be mixed to create the required porosity and 
   overall finish.

z All of our products are finished with cleaned and dried natural aggregates. Other materials can be used such as recycled glass, rubber or even sea 
   shells to create a truly bespoke finish.
 

z Decra™ Set is installed using a UV stable two-pack clear polyurethane binder, mixed with your chosen decorative aggregate mix, before being hand 
   laid to typically 15mm - 50mm, depending the requirements of the finished surface.

z The finished surface is dressed with super-fine sand to give additional traction under foot, making it ideal for areas such as pool surrounds.

z Service life for our Decra™ Stone resin system is approximately 8-15 years, depending on the individual environment and usage.

z Guarantees are offered on materials and workmanship. T&C’s Apply.

ALL INSTALLATIONS ARE CARRIED OUT BY ACCREDITED HMS OPERATIVES, NOT THIRD PARTY SUBCONTRACTORS

Decra  TM Set Resin Bound
Porous, SUDS Compliant and UV Stable Polyurethane 
Based Resin Bound Surfacing, Mixed With Your Choice of 
Decorative Aggregate.

WHAT DOES IT OFFER?

z Decorative aggregate fully encapsulated in a tough, UV stable 
   clear binder giving a smooth, contemporary finish, with 
   absolutely zero stone migration.

z Can be overlaid to existing good quality open grade tarmac, 
   concrete or compacted Type 1 material, laid to existing edges.

z Fully porous SUDS compliant system, allowing water and air 
   circulation to improve areas prone to standing water, and around  
   trees and foliage.

z Extremely low maintenance - should be occasionally swept and   
   pressure washed with regular household detergent. No need for 
   specialist cleaning products or equipment.

z Very hard-wearing - suitable for both domestic and commercial/ 
   industrial use to include driveways, paths, public realm areas, 
   car parks and shopping centres.

z Huge variety of aggregate finishes to choose from including 
   natural granites, flints, pebbles and colour coated stone.

z A standard sized driveway can be completed and ready 
   to use in less than 24 hours* (*based on approx 50m²)
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...A little about our Decra  TM Set product
z Decra™ Set surfacing can be completed using a wide range of aggregates and other decorative materials, in a variety of colours and sizes, to 
   complement, enhance or contrast with your surroundings. 
   Please visit the sample page on our website; www.hmslimited.co.uk/aggregate-samples for more information.

z Aggregate sizes are most frequently 1-3mm, 3-6mm and 6-10mm. Usually, a ratio of several sizes will be mixed to create the required porosity and 
   overall finish.

z All of our products are finished with cleaned and dried natural aggregates. Other materials can be used such as recycled glass, rubber or even sea 
   shells to create a truly bespoke finish.
 

z Decra™ Set is installed using a UV stable two-pack clear polyurethane binder, mixed with your chosen decorative aggregate mix, before being hand 
   laid to typically 15mm - 50mm, depending the requirements of the finished surface.

z The finished surface is dressed with super-fine sand to give additional traction under foot, making it ideal for areas such as pool surrounds.

z Service life for our Decra™ Stone resin system is approximately 8-15 years, depending on the individual environment and usage.

z Guarantees are offered on materials and workmanship. T&C’s Apply.

ALL INSTALLATIONS ARE CARRIED OUT BY ACCREDITED HMS OPERATIVES, NOT THIRD PARTY SUBCONTRACTORS

DECRATM Set Resin Bound
Porous, SUDS Compliant and UV Stable Polyurethane 
Based Resin Bound Surfacing, Mixed With Your Choice of 
Decorative Aggregate.

WHAT DOES IT OFFER?

z Decorative aggregate fully encapsulated in a tough, UV stable 
   clear binder giving a smooth, contemporary finish, with 
   absolutely zero stone migration.

z Can be overlaid to existing good quality open grade tarmac, 
   concrete or compacted Type 1 material, laid to existing edges.

z Fully porous SUDS compliant system, allowing water and air 
   circulation to improve areas prone to standing water, and around  
   trees and foliage.

z Extremely low maintenance - should be occasionally swept and   
   pressure washed with regular household detergent. No need for 
   specialist cleaning products or equipment.

z Very hard-wearing - suitable for both domestic and commercial/ 
   industrial use to include driveways, paths, public realm areas, 
   car parks and shopping centres.

z Huge variety of aggregate finishes to choose from including 
   natural granites, flints, pebbles and colour coated stone.

z A standard sized driveway can be completed and ready 
   to use in less than 24 hours* (*based on approx 50m²)

™ Set surfacing can be completed using a wide range of aggregates and other decorative materials, in a variety of colours and sizes, to 

Aggregate sizes are most frequently 1-3mm, 3-6mm and 6-10mm. Usually, a ratio of several sizes will be mixed to create the required porosity and 

All of our products are finished with cleaned and dried natural aggregates. Other materials can be used such as recycled glass, rubber or even sea 

™ Set is installed using a UV stable two-pack clear polyurethane binder, mixed with your chosen decorative aggregate mix, before being hand 

The finished surface is dressed with super-fine sand to give additional traction under foot, making it ideal for areas such as pool surrounds.

™ Stone resin system is approximately 8-15 years, depending on the individual environment and usage.
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Decra™Set Fully porous SUDS compliant system, allowing water and air circulation to improve areas prone to standing water. Huge variety of aggregate finishes to choose from including natural granites, flints, glass and colour coated stone.



Decra™Set Fully porous SUDS compliant system, allowing water and air circulation to improve areas prone to standing water. Huge variety of aggregate finishes to choose from including natural granites, flints, glass and colour coated stone.
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Unit 1 
Evergreen Field Farm 
Pincet Lane
North Kilworth
Leicestershire
LE17 6NE

Telephone: 01858 881111   
Email: sales@hmslimited.co.uk   
www.hmslimited.co.uk 

Registration Number: 7057409




